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Implementation
Planning
2What is included in a strategic plan?
Scale - is this departmental or enterprise-wide?
Is this a centralized or distributed system?
What is the user base? Is it management or staff (or
both)?
List of tasks to be automated.
What is the time line? When does each step need to
be completed? Dependencies?
Priorities of data development input, application
development and information products (data, maps,
lists, etc.).
Can the organization direct the project development
or are consultants needed?
Where will project funding come from?
3Key Issues
What manual functions should be
automated?
What is the order of their implementation?
What new GIS functions are specifically
desired?
How fast? Phase-in period?
Which software applications or system
interfaces have the highest priority & why?
Do new personnel need to be hired? When?
Training?
4Key Issues
How may cost resources be minimized by
sharing of development?
What is the detailed conversion plan?
Who will perform this conversion? To
what extent?
What existing data sources can be used?
What new resources will be needed?
Possible alternatives?
Data security? Data standards?
5Strategic Planning Issues
  GIS Database Content
 GIS Conversion Issues
 GIS System Selection
 GIS Training
 GIS System Management
6GIS Software Issues
 Identification of GIS needs and functions
 GIS software differences
 Differentiating factors:
 Attribute links to graphics
 Database management system
 Topology capture
 ‘Seamless’ database
 Network connectivity
 Applications available
7GIS Hardware Issues:
Key Questions
How many users, for what purpose, from
where?
What performance speeds are desired?
To what extent will information be shared?
How will the GIS interface with the
corporate computing environment?
Raster or vector or both?
8GIS Hardware Issues:
Key Questions
What will be the overall database size?
What type of graphic and tabular outputs are
desired?
What communication issues must be
addressed?
What do the alternatives cost
(price/perform.)? risks?
How will the system expand?
What hardware supports the desired software?
9What is Driving the Project?
Determine the scope and limits of the GIS
project.
Inventory present information system and
its operating environment.
Determine GIS functional requirements.
Define GIS implementation alternatives.
Develop viable GIS strategic plan.
Calculate and model GIS cost and benefits.
Present management with findings and GIS
recommendations.
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Executive Concerns
• Large up-front cost
• Long time before break even
• Uncertainties of high risk
• Cultural change
• Documentation of benefits
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Key GIS Benefit Areas
• Labor savings
• Assets ensured
• Analysis quantitative and graphic
• Competitive advantage
• Regulatory pressures - faster response
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Justification Package
Prepare executive summary
Prepare a clear report on performance and
business case
Use professional graphics
Provide easy reference to all tables and support
materials
Short agenda for presentation
Practice the presentation
Take along backup materials & source documents
Know exactly what decisions you want from your
funding group.
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Data Input is a Major Bottleneck
in Application of GIS Technology
• Costs of input and conversion often
consume 80% or more of project costs
• Data input is labor intensive, tedious,  and
error-prone
• High danger that the construction of the
database may become the end in and of itself
• Essential to find way to reduce costs BUT
maximize accuracy
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•Automated input often creates
bigger editing problems later
•Source documents may have to
be redrafted to meet rigid
quality requirements
Need to automate the input process
as much as possible, but:
15
Sharing of
data is one
way around
the input
bottleneck.
16
Digitizing Problems
Arise since most maps were not
drafted for the purpose of digitizing.
Paper maps are unstable
Stretch and shrink with time/humidity/oil
Errors occurring on these maps are faithfully reproduced
Level of error in the GIS database is directly related to the
error level of the source maps
Many maps are meant to display information and do not
accurately record locational information
Discrepancies across and between map sheets (roads
don’t meet on map borders, etc.)
User error can cause overshoots, undershoots and spikes
User fatigue and boredom
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Requirements for Scanning
Documents must be clean
Lines should be at least 0.1 mm wide
Complex linework provides greater chance
of error in scanning
Text may accidentally be scanned as line
features
Contour lines cannot be broken with text
Automatic feature recognition is not easy
Special symbols must be recognized and
dealt with
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Criteria for Choosing Modes of Input
Type of data source
Images favor scanning
Maps favor digitizing
GIS Data model being implemented
Density of data
Expected applications of the GIS
implementation
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Issues when Integrating
Different Data Sources
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Getting the Data into Your GIS
 (1 of 4)
Get good base maps
Define your procedures
– establish standard naming conventions
– establish schedules and shifts
– establish a standard sequence for digitizing
features and maps so that progress can be
tracked
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Getting the Data into Your GIS
 (2 of 4)
Prepare your maps
– locate tics and assign numbers
– make new boundary
– define intersections
– place pseudo nodes
– indicate start nodes for islands
– make sure all polygons close
Digitize your maps
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Database Creation Process
Adapted from P.A. Burrough, 1986, Principles of Geographical Information Systems
 for Land Resource Assessment, Oxford, Fig. 4.7, p. 66
Data Collection
Attributes
Linked by 
Unique Identifiers
Spatial Data
Registration
Rectification
Digitize
Scan
Convert to Vector
Build Topology
Visual Check
Edit
Add Identifiers Manually
Input to
Text File
Link Attributes
To Spatial Data
GIS DATABASE
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TICS
SPATIAL DATA TIC TABLE (TIC)
IDTIC XTIC YTIC
12 3,920.000 7,350.000
13 3,970.000 7,340.000
22 3,920.000 7,300.000
23 4,000.000 7,300.000
15 4,100.050 7,335.000
15
13
12
2322
Tic Identifier
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Sliver or Spurious Polygons
(page 1 of 3)
Township
Bellview
Royal
Southside
Skyline River
Skyline River
School District
Boundaries
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Sliver or Spurious Polygons
(page 2 of 3)
101
104
106105
Skyline River Skyline River
Census
Boundaries
103
102
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Sliver or Spurious Polygons
(page 3 of 3)
101
104
106
105
Skyline River Skyline River
Census Boundary
School District
Boundaries
Spurious
Polygons
103
102Township
Bellview
Royal
Southside
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Getting the Data into Your GIS
(3 of 4)
Check the digitized maps
– no missing data
– no extra data
– data is accurate
– features that should connect actually do
– all polygons have one, and only one label point
– all features are within the outer boundary
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Getting the Data into Your GIS (4
(4 of 4)
Construct topology
    Some of the errors that constructing topology can
identify are:
– arcs that don’t connect to other arcs
– polygons that do not close
– polygons with no label points or with too many
label points
– identifiers which are not unique
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Topology Mathematical procedure for
explicitly defining spatial
relationships.
For maps, topology:
•defines connections between features
•identifies polygons that are adjacent to each other
•can define one feature, such as an area, as a set of other features (lines)
ADVANTAGES:
• Data is stored more efficiently
• You can process data faster
• You can process larger data sets
• You can perform analysis functions such as:
• modeling flow through a network
• combining adjacent polygons with similar characteristics
• overlay of geographic features
30
3 Major Topological Relationships
(arcs have direction and ‘left’ & ‘right’ sides)
(arcs which connect to surround an area)
 (arcs connect to each other at nodes)
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Example of “Built” Topology (ARC/INFO)
Arc
ID
Left
Poly
Rt
Poly
From
Node
To
Node
1 A 0 c a
2 A B b c
3 C A b a
4 0 C d a
5 C B d b
6 B D e e
7 B 0 d c
Polygon
ID
No. of Arcs List of Arcs
A 3 -1,-2,3
B 4 2,-7,5,0,-6
C 3 -3,-5,4
D 1 6
Node ID
Polygon ID
Arc ID
arc digitized in
direction of
arrow
A
e
6
A
B
C
e
c
a
d
b
6
D
2
3
5
4
0
1
7
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Point Data Attribute Table
1 2
3
4 5
Wells
ID Northing Easting Depth
(m)
Salinity
(ppm)
Date
Drilled
Owner
1 4673000 552500 175 156 5-1-35 Dickinson
2 4674000 554500 250 228 8-5-35 Murray
3 4671000 553500 225 123 6-7-57 Smith
4 4667000 553000 150 457 4-4-46 McBran
5 4667000 554000 105 666 5-28-68 Harris
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Arc Attribute Table
SPATIAL DATA ARC ATTRIBUTE  TABLE
FNODE# TNODE# LPOLY# RPOLY# LENGTH COVER# COVER-ID
2 1 0 0 36.8 1 1
1 4 0 0 38.2 2 2
1 3 0 0 25.5 3 3
3 5 0 0 41.1 4 4
3 4 0 0 41.9 5 5
3 6 0 0 13.6 6 6
6 7 0 0 19.7 7 7
1 2
3
4 5
6
7
1
2
3 45
67
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Polygon Attribute Table
SPATIAL DATA     POLYGON  ATTRIBUTE TABLE
AREA PERIMETER COVER# COVER-ID
-685.6 325.6 1 0
137.4 45.2 2 1
141.2 52.3 3 7
120.4 41.2 4 10
140.8 51.1 5 9
145.7 60.0 6 3
1
2
4
3
6
5
0
+10
+1
+7
+3
+9
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Constructing Data Layers for a Database
SOILS coverage
(polygons)
EDGEMATCH       MAPJOIN        DISSOLVE
STREETS coverage
(lines)
 Automated        Existing                 Merge data into            Construct final
     Data                 Data                 single coverage                  coverage
                    APPEND              MNODE
36
Criteria Used When Matching Data
SPATIAL 
COORDINATES ITEM DEFINITIONS    ATTRIBUTE VALUES
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Visually Compare Spatial Data
Small-scale display
(map extent set to both coverages)
Large-scale display
(zoomed-in map extent) 
Do the boundaries Overlap? How far apart are
Corresponding nodes?
6 meters
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Managing the Database
To be functional, a project database should contain
coverages that have the following characteristics:
Each coverage contains clean topology
The accuracy of all feature locations has been verified
Attribute tables are present
The accuracy of the attribute values has been verified
A system of ground control points exist
All geographic features are recorded using real-world
coordinates
All related coverages are in one common coordinate
system and datum
The features of each coverage are spatially referenced
against features in associated coverages
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Socio-Economic
Data about humans, human activities, and the space
and/or structures used to conduct human activities.
Demographics
– age
– sex
– ethnic
– marital
– education
Housing
– quality
– cost
Migration
Transportation
Economics
–personal income
–employment
–industry
–growth
Retailing
–customer location
–store sites
–mailing lists
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Aggregate Data
data describing a group of
observations - grouped by
set criterion
Examples:
Æ a person’s age, sex,
level of education,
income, occupation
Æ a retail stores gross
sales, number of
employees, profit
Æ a vehicle’s registration
number and type
Disaggregate Data
data about individuals or
single entities
Examples:
Æ by geographic area - city
block, city, county, state
Æ by time interval - number
of people migrating out of
an area in 5 years
Æ by socio-economic group
- persons aged 5-14 years
Æ example types - median
income, average housing
value, average trip length
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Possible Sources
of Socio-Economic Data
Field Surveys
Private Sector Companies
Population Census
Economic Census
Agricultural Census
Labor Force Statistics
Land Records
Transportation and Infrastructure Inventories
Administrative Records
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Issues Using Socio-Economic Data
 Cost
 Documentation
 Data Quality
 Data Conversion
 Aggregation
 Currency
 Accuracy of Location
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Census
Geography
Relationship
Census tract crosses a place boundary.
Letter suffixes after the block numbers
identify tabulation blocks created by the
place boundary.
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Selected “Go To” Places at http://www.census.gov
• 1990 Census Lookup…
– http://venus.census.gov/cdrom/lookup
• Congressional Apportionment...
– http://www.census.gov/ftp/pub/population/www/apportionment.html
• Current Industrial Reports...
– http://www.census.gov/ftp/pub/econ/www/ind_num.html
• MapStats…
– http://www.census.gov/ftp/pub/statab/www/profile.html
• Economy-wide, County Business Patterns, SMOBE, etc...
– http://www.census.gov/ftp/pub/econ/www/widemenu.html
• International Database
– http://www.census.gov/ftp/pub/ipc/www/idbnew.html
• CenStore…
– http://www.census.gov/ftp/pub/mp/www/index2.html
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Selected “Go To” Places at http://www.census.gov
• Metropolitan Area Definitions and Concepts…
– http://www.census.gov/ftp/pub/population/www/methodmet.html
• Press Releases by Date…
– http://www.census.gov/ftp/pub/Press-Release/www/date.html
• Schedule B, 1996 …
– http://www.census.gov/ftp/pub/foreign-trade/www/schedb96.html
• SIC, 1987
– ftp://ftp.census.gov/pub/epcd/demo/siclist.txt
• TIGER Home Page
– http://www.census.gov/ftp/pub/geo/www/tiger/
• TIGER Vendor List...
– http://www.census.gov/dusd/sip/tgrvend.html
• US Gazetteer…
– http://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/gazetteer
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Natural Resource Data
Uses
• Inventory tool
• Manage the marketing of a resource
• Protect the resource from improper
development
• Model interactions
Characteristics
• Comparatively static
• Spatial resolution can be relatively low
• Many based on raster or grid scheme
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THEMATIC
• soils
• land use
• vegetation
• geology
TOPOGRAPHIC
• elevation
• roads
• railroads
• cultural features
• streams and lakes
• political and
administrative boundaries
REMOTE SENSING
• soils
• land use
• vegetation
• geology
